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Here's the other dangerous weapon
any North Korea nuclear deal must
address
•

South Korean President Moon Jae-in will meet with North Korean leader Kim Jong-un on Friday.

•

North Korea's denuclearization will understandably be the focus of those talks.

•

But after Syria, we can't allow North Korea to continue its dangerous chemical and biological
weapons programs.

•

Any deal President Trump strikes with North Korea must address its chemical and biological
weapons programs.
Troy Stangarone, senior director, Korea Economic Institute of America ·
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This picture taken on May 14, 2017 and released fnom North Korea's official Korean Central News Agency (KCNA)
shows North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un (3rd R) inspecting a ballistic nocket at an undisclosed location.

On Friday, South Korean President Moon Jae-in will meet with North Korean leader Kim
Jong-un to begin a process that many hope will result in the denuclearization of North
Korea.
If successful, President Donald Trump will meet with Kim Jong-un in the following
weeks to potentially strike a deal that few thought was possible only months ago.
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While it is understandable that North Korea's denuclearization will be the focus of those
talks, the joint American, British, and French response to Syria's use of chemical
weapons on its own population underscores why Japanese Prime Minister Abe
Shinzo has pressed President Trump to also include the elimination of North Korea's
chemical and biological weapons in any agreement with Pyongyang.

North Korea Syria connection
Coverage of the strike on three Syrian chemical weapons facilities has not mentioned
North Korea, but Pyongyang has played a role in helping Syria to facilitate its chemical
weapons program. Earlier this year the United Nations Panel of Experts documented
evidence of illicit trade and suspected technical assistance by North Korea related to
Syria's chemical weapons program.
According to the Panel of Experts, North Korean technicians have worked at Syrian
chemical weapons facilities at Adra, Hama, and Barzah, likely one of the facilities struck
in the recent attack.
Beyond providing technical support, the Panel of Experts has documented North Korean
efforts to ship equipment necessary for Syria's chemical weapons programs. The report
indicates that North Korea has supplied Syria with special resistance valves,
thermometers, and acid resistant tiles used in the production of chemical weapons.
North Korea is not merely willing to sell chemical weapons to other states; it has also
demonstrated a willingness to use them. In Malaysia last year, North Korea
assassinated Kim Jong-un's half-brother Kim Jong-nam in public at the Kuala Lumpur
International Airport with a VX nerve agent, which is banned by the. Chemical Weapons
Convention.

What's in the stockpiles
While the exact composition of North Korea's chemical weapons programs is unknown,
it is believed to possess between 2,500 and 5,000 metric tons of chemical weapons and
the capacity to produce up to 12,000 metric tons.
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Among its stockpiles, North Korea is suspected to have nerve agents such as VX and
sarin, blister agents such as mustard gas, toxins that attack the blood and respiratory
system, as well as crowd control agents. North Korea is also suspected to have supplied
chemical weapons to its forward deployed units near the DMZ.
In addition to chemical weapons, North Korea also possesses thecapability to
cultivate biological weapons. According to the South Korean Ministry of Defense, North
Korea is capable of cultivating biological agents such as anthrax, small pox, and other
pathogens.other sources have suggested that North Korea can produce pathogens such
as cholera, the plague, and dysentery.
Although North Korea is a party to the Biological and Toxic Weapons Convention, it is
not a party to the Chemical Weapons Convention. Any agreement on North Korea's
weapons programs should achieve three objectives in relations to Pyongyang's chemical
and biological weapons programs.
North Korea should make a full declaration of its chemical and biological weapons, it
should agree to fully dismantle its programs and not reconstitute them, and it should
agree to become a party to the Chemical Weapons Convention.

Let's not repeat the mistakes of Iran deal
Inevitably, North Korea will seek sanctions relief as part of any agreement to give up its
nuclear program. However, as part of UN Security Council Resolution 2270, North Korea
is required to follow through on its obligations under the Biological and Toxic Weapons
Convention, as well as to join the Chemical Weapons Convention and meet the
commitments it would entail. Until it takes those steps, UN sanctions should not be
loosened.
One of the criticisms of the Iran nuclear deal is that. the agreement did not address
Iran's ability to conduct missile tests and to engage in destabilizing activities in the
Middle East. In essence, that the agreement was incomplete.
While the elimination of North Korea's nuclear capability is the most important objective
for the upcoming talks between President Trump and Kini Jong-uh, an agreement that
does not also address North Korea's chemical and biological weapons capabilities would
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also be an incomplete agreement.

Commentary by Troy Stangarone, the senior director for Congressional Affairs and
Trade at the Korea Economic Institute of America. The views expressed here are the
author's alone.
For more insight from CNBC contributors, follow @CNBCopinion on Twitter.
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